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The Pig Butcher, Wealden, United Kingdom

+441825732191 - http://www.pigandbutcherpub.com

Here you can find the menu of The Pig Butcher in Wealden. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What keithwiddowson likes about The Pig Butcher:
Visited on a wet Friday lunchtime in October. Good choice of food well presented and cooked to perfection. Our

two dogs were welcomed in the public bar. Wide choice of Harvey's beers excellent quality. read more. When the
weather conditions is good you can also eat outside. What Curiosity33010793337 doesn't like about The Pig

Butcher:
What a weird pigs ear pub, bench outside covered in bird s**t, most miserable scruffy unaccommodating bar

man I’ve ever come across. Terrible beer, horrible interior. The experience was like a scene of Sean of the dead.
Never again will I step into that tired, dated hell hole of a pub, restaurant area was like a wimpy pub, lights turned

out and the food looks disgusting anyway. So not really surprised read more. If you want to have a drink after
work and hang out with friends, The Pig Butcher from Wealden is a good bar, Particularly fans of the English

cuisine are excited about the extensive selection of traditional dishes and love the typical English cuisine. If you
decide to come for breakfast, a hearty brunch is ready for you, Moreover, the menu of this gastropub offers a
good and especially extensive assortment of beers from the region and the world that are definitely worth a try.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Süß� Dessert�
BROWNIE

Snack�
BROWNIES

Sweet�
CHOCOLATE CAKE

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

TUNA STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

MEAT

CHOCOLATE

STRAWBERRY

POTATOES

VEGETABLES

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-15:00
Tuesday 17:00-20:00
Wednesday 17:00-20:00
Thursday 17:00-20:00
Friday 17:00-20:00
Saturday 17:00-20:00
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